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a b s t r a c t 
While minimally invasive surgery offers great beneﬁts in terms of reduced patient trauma, bleeding, as 
well as faster recovery time, it still presents surgeons with major ergonomic challenges. Laparoscopic 
surgery requires the surgeon to bimanually control surgical instruments during the operation. A dedi- 
cated assistant is thus required to manoeuvre the camera, which is often diﬃcult to synchronise with 
the surgeon’s movements. This article introduces a robotic system in which a rigid endoscope held by 
a robotic arm is controlled via the surgeon’s eye movement, thus forgoing the need for a camera assis- 
tant. Gaze gestures detected via a series of eye movements are used to convey the surgeon’s intention 
to initiate gaze contingent camera control. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used for real-time gaze 
gesture recognition, allowing the robotic camera to pan, tilt, and zoom, whilst immune to aberrant or 
unintentional eye movements. A novel online calibration method for the gaze tracker is proposed, which 
overcomes calibration drift and simpliﬁes its clinical application. This robotic system has been validated 
by comprehensive user trials and a detailed analysis performed on usability metrics to assess the per- 
formance of the system. The results demonstrate that the surgeons can perform their tasks quicker and 
more eﬃciently when compared to the use of a camera assistant or foot switches. 
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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a  1. Introduction 
Technological advances over the past decade have enabled the
routine use of Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) in an increasing
number of clinical specialities. MIS offers several beneﬁts to pa-
tients including a reduction in operating trauma, post-operative
pain, and faster recovery times. It has also led to budgetary bene-
ﬁts for hospitals through cost savings from reduced hospitalisation
duration. 
Performing laparoscopic surgery requires bimanual manipula-
tion of surgical instruments by the surgeon. The ﬁeld-of-view
(FOV) of laparoscopic cameras is usually very narrow. In order to
assist with the navigation during the operation, a surgical assis-
tant usually manoeuvres the laparoscope camera on behalf of the
operating surgeon. Understanding the surgeon’s desired FOV, and
communication via verbal instruction can be challenging. Failure to
provide good visualisation of the operating ﬁeld not only induces
greater mental workload on the surgeon ( Zheng et al., 2012b ),
but also leads to unrecognised collateral injuries ( Nduka et al.,
1994 ). The need for good camera handling has been recognised✩ This work is supported by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council (EPSRC). 
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1361-8415/© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article us an important step in the training curricula for surgical resi-
ents ( Shetty et al., 2012 ). In spite of such training, issues re-
ated to assistant fatigue, hand tremor and the conﬁned shared
orkspace for the surgeon and camera assistant persist. There are
lso man-power and cost implications to requiring a highly skilled
amera assistant, which if addressed, could allow a surgeon to op-
rate solo, thereby improving cost and staﬃng eﬃciency. In or-
er to address the above deﬁciencies, a number of commercial
obotic assisted camera systems have been developed. These in-
lude the EndoAssist ( Kommu et al., 2007 ), which is controlled by
he user’s head-mounted infrared emitter, the verbally controlled
utomatic Endoscope Optimal Position (AESOP) system ( Kraft et al.,
004 ), and the ﬁnger stick controlled SoloAssist from AktorMed
 Sriskandarajah et al., 2012 ). 
Gaze information obtained by a remote eye tracker, i.e. where
he person is looking, can be used to create a gaze contingent con-
rol system to move the camera. With this gaze contingent control,
t is possible to move the camera by following the user’s gaze po-
ition on the target anatomy. A number of gaze contingent robotic
ssisted camera systems ( Noonan et al., 2010; Staub et al., 2012 )
ave been developed, as well as methods using gaze data to re-
over 3D ﬁxation points and perform camera motion stabilisation
 Mylonas et al., 2006 ). Existing gaze contingent camera systems,
owever, only have a panning control of the laparoscope. The lack
f zoom and tilt control complicates effective navigation during
urgery. The system proposed by Noonan, for example, requires ander the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. A surgical resident trialing the gaze contingent laparoscope. The operator 
performs a bimanual surgical task on an upper gastrointestinal phantom simula- 
tor whilst simultaneously controlling the camera view. The instruments are tracked 
using an infrared tracker. 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the (a) activate camera and (b) tilt camera gaze gestures for 
the gaze contingent laparoscope system. 
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o  oot-pedal which the user needs to press to activate. The need to
ntroduce additional hardware such as foot-pedals can lead to in-
trument clutter in an already complex environment. Furthermore,
xisting eye-controlled platforms often use dwell time on ﬁxed re-
ions to indicate a user’s intention, which can be diﬃcult to use in
ractice. Several methods have been developed using gaze data as
 central component for intention recognition in a robotic system,
or automatic laser targeting ( Gras and Yang, 2016 ) and adaptive
otion scaling ( Gras et al., 2017 ). 
In order to overcome these problems, this article introduces a
aze contingent robotic camera control system where the cam-
ra is activated via real-time gaze gestures rather than an external
witch. Through the use of multiple gestures, which are statistically
earned and can map to speciﬁc camera control commands, we
how that it is possible to use different camera control modes such
s panning, zooming, and tilting without interfering with the user’s
atural visual search behaviour. The proposed system also incorpo-
ates a novel online calibration algorithm for the gaze tracker over-
oming the need of an explicit oﬄine calibration procedure. The
roposed gaze gesture based human-computer interaction method
iffers from previous gaze based interaction methods such as the
ye mouse ( Jacob, 1991 ), which uses dwell time to convey user in-
ention of mouse clicking, or the Manual And Gaze Input Cascaded
MAGIC) pointing method ( Zhai et al., 1999 ), which moves the cur-
or position in close proximity to the target location, but relies
n the user to convey their intention with a small manual cursor
ovement and mouse click. The work presented here builds on the
Perceptual Docking” paradigm introduced by Yang et al. (2008) ,
nd extends initial work presented in Fujii et al. (2013) . The key
ovelties of the work presented include; i) the capability to pan,
oom, and tilt the camera (rotation around the laparoscope’s longi-
udinal axis); ii) the ability to seamlessly switch between panning
nd zooming control by using the distance from the user’s face to
onvey the intention to zoom in or out; and iii) an implicit online
alibration method for the gaze tracker, which overcomes the need
f an explicit oﬄine gaze calibration before using the gaze contin-
ent system, offering a fast, frustration-free user experience of the
ystem. Furthermore, an exhaustive evaluation of these novelties is
resented, drawing data from extensive user studies. 
The article is organised as follows; Section 2.1 presents the gaze
ontingent laparoscope system, including the system design and
mplementation. The proposed online calibration method is de-
ailed in Section 2.2 . Finally, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present a detailed
valuation of the gaze contingent laparoscopic control and the on-
ine calibration respectively. 
. Methods 
.1. Gaze contingent laparoscopic control 
.1.1. System overview 
The aim of the proposed system is to provide an inter-
ace that will enable hands-free camera activation, allowing the
urgeon to perform a bimanual task without the need for a
amera assistant. Furthermore, in order to limit the cognitive bur-
en on the surgeon, this interface must function without re-
uiring additional foot-pedal hardware or using gaze dwell-time
ethods. This is achieved through the use of gaze gestures. Gaze
estures are based on fast eye movements, i.e. saccadic move-
ents rather than ﬁxations. They consist of a predeﬁned sequence
f eye movements. Gaze gestures can be single-stroke ( Drewes
t al., 2007; Mollenbach et al., 2009 ) or multi-stroke ( Rozado et al.,
012 ). When the user performs the intended unique sequence of
accadic eye movements, a speciﬁc command is activated. The
se of gaze gestures have previously been applied to eye typ-
ng ( Wobbrock et al., 2008 ), Human-Computer Interaction, mobilehone interaction ( Rozado et al., 2013 ) and gaming ( Istance et al.,
010 ). The key components of the proposed system are illustrated
n Fig. 1 . It comprises of a Tobii 1750 remote gaze tracker, a Kuka
ight Weight Robot (LWR) (KUKA Roboter GmbH, Augsburg, Ger-
any), a 10 mm zero degree Karl Storz rigid endoscope, and a
torz Tele Pack light box and camera. Two Storz Matkowitz grasp-
ng forceps and an upper gastrointestinal phantom with simulated
hite lesions were used for the evaluation of the system. Addition-
lly, the laparoscope and surgical tools were tracked using an NDI
olaris Vicra infrared tracker during the experiments (NDI Medical,
ntario, Canada). 
The human eye is normally used for information gathering
 Yang et al., 2002 ) rather than to convey intention to control ex-
ernal devices. As such, the main challenge of using gaze gestures
s distinguishing natural gaze patterns from intentional gaze ges-
ures with high accuracy and precision. To this end, pattern recog-
ition methods are necessary to learn these gaze gestures. The
roposed system uses gaze gesture recognition based on Hidden
arkov Model (HMM) to learn multiple input commands from a
urgeon in order to convey the desired camera control mode. 
Two possible gaze gestures are introduced to control the cam-
ra: activate camera (for pan and zoom) and tilt camera (for ro-
ation). The activate camera gaze gesture is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a).
t is deﬁned by the following three-stroke sequence of eye move-
ents: gaze at the centre of the screen, then to the bottom right
orner, then back to the centre, and ﬁnally back to the bottom right
orner. The tilt camera gaze gesture is similar to the activate cam-
ra gaze gesture but the user is instead required to look at the bot-
om left corner of the screen, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Gaze gestures
riented towards the corner of the screen are chosen to prevent
bstruction of the camera view, minimise the amount of screen
198 K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 
Fig. 3. Flow chart of the gaze contingent laparoscope system. (a) Gesture recognition process, (b) robot control process. 
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w  space necessary, and reduce detection of involuntary gaze gestures.
Text labels were placed at the bottom left and right corners of the
screen to indicate the mode to be activated by performing a gaze
gesture in that direction. 
Once a gaze gesture is identiﬁed, the robotic arm is activated
and the user is able to control the laparoscope with his gaze. The
user can also deactivate the gaze contingent laparoscopic control
via gaze gesture. The control mechanism of the system is rep-
resented in Fig. 3 . It is composed of two processes: a gaze ges-
ture recognition process and a robot control process. The gaze ges-
ture recognition process analyses inbound gaze data and identiﬁes
whether a gesture has been performed. The robot control process
uses the Point-of-Regard (PoR) data, i.e. where the user is looking
at, to generate the robot trajectory. Finally, the user can stop the
robotic camera control by ﬁxating the stop camera text present at
the bottom left corner of the screen during robotic control. 
2.1.2. Gesture recognition 
The PoR gaze data generated by the eye tracker is ﬁrst passed
through a median ﬁlter with a 150ms time window to reduce the
noise inherent to eye data. The ﬁltered data is then used in a
gesture segmentation algorithm. Since the proposed gaze gestures
consist of three fast eye movements, i.e., saccades, the gesture seg-
mentation algorithm was designed to detect three such sequential
saccades. These saccades are detected by searching for two sequen-
tial gaze data samples which exceed a 300 ◦ s −1 velocity threshold.
In this context, the term “stroke” is also used to describe a saccade.
A velocity threshold saccade detection technique ( Salvucci and
Goldberg, 20 0 0 ) was implemented. Additional temporal constraints
were added to ensure that the gaze gestures were not excessively
long (each gaze stroke was required to be less than 750 ms), allow-
ing segmentation of continuous and user-intended gaze gestures.
This segmentation process outputs a stream of strokes which is
analysed by the gesture recognizer in a sliding window fashion. Ev-ry new stroke detected is analysed alongside the two last strokes
tored in memory to identify a potential gesture. In case of failure,
he oldest stroke is discarded, and the two others are stored until a
ew stroke is detected and the process can be repeated. The buffer
s cleared and the search reset when a gaze gesture is recognised. 
The xy coordinates from the segmented trajectories of a poten-
ial gaze gesture are then clustered using a pre-trained k-means
lgorithm. Each cluster’s symbol number, centroid coordinates, and
adius are used collectively to create a discrete codebook that cap-
ures the relevant features of the gaze gestures, i.e. the xy coor-
inates. The codebook was designed oﬄine from 600 gaze ges-
ure training data sequences, and ﬁve clusters were chosen for the
-means algorithm. Each potential gaze gesture sequence is en-
oded using the codebook, where symbol numbers are assigned
o each observation (xy coordinate) by using the distance between
he observation and the centroid of each cluster, provided that it is
ithin the deﬁned radius. If an observation is outside the feature
pace, it is discarded. 
In order to recognise the segmented potential gaze gestures,
wo left-to-right HMMs were used for each camera control activa-
ion mode. Unlike in Mollenbach et al. (2009) , gaze patterns are
ot analysed here just to identify the nature of the gaze data, i.e.
hether it constitutes a continuous motion, ﬁxation or a stroke,
ut to classify which kind of gesture is being performed. The acti-
ate camera gaze gesture is modelled by HMM1 and enables pan-
ing and zooming control of the laparoscope. The tilt camera gaze
esture is modelled by HMM2 and enables rotation around the la-
aroscope’s longitudinal axis. 
.1.3. Model training 
HMMs are stochastic sequences where the hidden states are as-
ociated with a probability ( Rabiner, 1989 ) and are typically rep-
esented by a set of N interconnected states S = [ S 1 , . . . , S N ] , as
ell as a number K of discrete symbols V = [ v , . . . , v ] . The model1 K 
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Fig. 4. HMM training 10-fold cross validation for the (a) activate camera and (b) 
tilt camera HMM. The ROC curve (c) for both gaze gestures (d) both gaze gestures 
zoomed view. The inference values of intended gaze gestures for (e) activate camera 
gestures and (f) tilt camera gestures. The inference values of activate camera and tilt 
camera gestures given the use of the activate camera gesture trained HMM (g) and 
the inference values of tilt camera and activate camera gestures given the use of the 
tilt camera gesture trained HMM (h). 
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c  s described by a sequence of M observations, a state transition
atrix E = [ e i j ] and an emission probability matrix is F = [ f jk ] .
he state transition matrix E describes transition probabilities from
tate i to state j as e i j = P (q t+1 = S j | q t = S i ) , where 1 ≤ i , j ≤N , and
 t is the state at time t . The emission probability matrix F de-
cribes the probabilities f jk of generating the symbol v k from the
tate q j , with f jk = P (v k at t| q t = S j ) , 1 ≤ j ≤N and 1 ≤ k ≤K . Addi-
ionally, initial state probabilities must be selected to initialise the
odel. 
Each of the HMMs model parameters was trained oﬄine us-
ng a set of gaze gesture training data. During training, both in-
entional and unintentional gaze gesture data sequences were in-
luded in our data sets. The data sets were collected from twenty
articipants who did not participate in usability trials of the gaze
ontingent laparoscope system. Participants performed a gaze cal-
bration procedure prior to the data collection, and the accuracy
f the calibration was veriﬁed. Each participant provided 30 repe-
itions of each of the two types of intentional gaze gestures. The
ask during the gaze gesture data collection was to perform the
hree-legged gaze gestures whilst observing a black screen with
hite guidance dots in the middle and in the lower two corners
f the screen. Participants were asked to perform a gaze gesture
tarting from the middle, moving to the corner, back to the centre
nd the back to the corner. The resulting training data consisted
f 600 intentional gaze gestures for each HMM. Additionally, un-
ntentional gaze gesture data was collected during a ﬁve-minute
eb browsing task. More speciﬁcally, the unintended gaze gestures
ata were collected whilst viewing a number of websites which
onsisted of image based content. Subjects were asked to spend
ve-minutes browsing the site while eye tracking data was being
ecorded in the background. The intention was to simulate random
aze behaviour. The data collected during this task was used in the
earning phase of the HMMs in order to improve robustness of the
MMs against false positives. 
Each of the 600 intentional gaze gesture training sequences was
ncoded using the formulated k-means clustering codebook. An
nitial state probability is deﬁned within this set of training data
bservations, and optimal state transition and emission probabil-
ties that describe the set of training observations are iteratively
btained using the Baum–Welch algorithm. The initial state proba-
ilities were randomly initialised between 0 and 1. To improve the
rade-off between sensitivity, false positive rate and overall com- 
lexity of the system, a 10-fold cross validation was run across the
MM with different number of states (between 2 and 8 states,
otal of seven runs as shown in Fig. 4 (a-b)). 90% of the encoded
raining sequences are used with the Baum-Welch algorithm to
teratively obtain the HMMs parameters. With each of the seven
raining sets, a detection probability threshold was set at a 95%
onﬁdence limit of the training data sequences’ inference values,
.e. the probabilities of these sequences given the trained HMM.
he recognition accuracy of the HMM is then deﬁned by using this
hreshold on the remaining 10%, the validation data set. A six state
MM with an inference threshold of 0.7 was found to provide the
est overall performance for both the activate camera and tilt cam-
ra gaze gesture detection. The rational of choosing this thresh-
ld value is apparent in the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
urve of the 6 state HMM which is illustrated in Fig. 4 (c), with the
espective close up version shown in Fig. 4 (d). From these ﬁgures,
t is observable that the threshold of 0.7 provides the best trade off
f sensitivity and false positive rate; with a sensitivity of 0.98 and
alse positive rate of 0.01 for the activate camera (HMM1) and 0.98
nd 0.02 respectively for the tilt camera (HMM2). The ROC curve
llustrates the robustness of the three-stroke gaze gestures toward
he edge of the screen; there is very little overlap between the
isual search behavioural noise and the gaze gestures. Inference
alue histograms obtained from testing the 6 state HMMs with thenintended gaze gesture data are shown for the activate camera
nd tilt camera gestures in Fig. 4 (e-f). As shown in Fig. 4 (g-h), both
MM1 and HMM2 are able to clearly differentiate between activate
amera and tilt camera gaze gestures, with virtually no overlap be-
ween gesture inference values. After obtaining the model param-
ters, the forward-backward algorithm is used to obtain the prob-
bility of the encoded gaze gesture sequence given the respective
rained HMM. The recognised gesture is the one with the maxi-
um inference value from the two HMMs, given that it is above
he inference value threshold deﬁned during the training. Once one
f the gaze gestures is recognised, the noise reduced PoR is sent to
he robotic arm in order to control it, otherwise no input is given
o the robotic arm. 
.1.4. Robot control 
Once a gesture is recognised, the position of the surgeon’s gaze
oordinate PoR = [ x eye y eye ] T on the gaze tracker screen is employed
200 K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 
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i  to update a minimum jerk trajectory planner providing the desired
pose x d to the robot controller based on a Cartesian impedance
control scheme. The controller computes the command torque τ d 
for each joint according to the compensation of the whole robot
dynamics and the error signal e estimated as the difference be-
tween the reference pose x d and the actual pose x in Cartesian
space retrieved by the robot’s forward kinematics. The Cartesian
impedance control has been chosen to guarantee both a safe hu-
man robot interaction and an intuitive camera positioning during
surgery. Details about the impedance control law can be found in
Albu-Schäffer et al. (2007a ); 2007b ). 
The coordinates PoR = [ x eye y eye ] T are expressed in the xy plane
of the camera frame {C}, corresponding to the eye-tracker screen.
The angle α of the next camera motion in the same plane can be
reconstructed as 
α = tan −1 
(
y eye 
x eye 
)
. (1)
The proposed system computes the ﬁnal position p c 
f 
with re-
spect to the camera frame {C} by considering a simultaneous pan
and zoom motion as 
p c f = [ L d cos (α) L d sin (α) L z ] T , (2)
where L d and L z are the displacement in the plane xy (i.e. pan mo-
tion) and in the z-axis (i.e. zoom motion) of the camera frame {C}
respectively. If only the pan mode is active then L z = 0 . In the case
of a strictly zooming out motion, α = 0 and the equation simpliﬁes
to: 
p c f = [0 0 L z ] T . (3)
The ﬁnal position p b 
f 
expressed in the base frame of the robot
{B} is given by: 
[ p b f 1] 
T = T b c [ p c f 1] T , (4)
where T b c is the homogeneous transformation matrix of the cam-
era frame {C} with respect to the base frame of the robot {B}.
Robot motions are generated from these control points using a
minimum-jerk (degree 5 polynomial) interpolation to provide a
smooth trajectory. A remote centre of motion (RCM) constraint is
also used to force the robot to respect the trocar through which
the laparoscope is inserted. Let G be the position of the RCM
constraint relative to the base robot frame {B}. Given the vector
v = p b 
f 
− p b 
G 
and the z-axis unit vector z c of the camera frame {C}, a
rotation matrix R (β, ˆ  a) can be deﬁned to constrain the orientation
of the laparoscope, so that it passes through G during the motion
from an initial point p b 
i 
to p b 
f 
. R (β, ˆ  a) is deﬁned as the matrix cor-
responding to the angle-axis rotation deﬁned by the rotation angle
β , of ﬁnal value β f , and the rotation axis ˆ a, where: 
β f = tan −1 
(‖ z c × v ‖ 
‖ v ‖ , 
z T c . v 
‖ v ‖ 
)
, ˆ a = z c × v ‖ z c × v ‖ . (5)
Accordingly: 
i T b c (q ) = 
[
i R b c (q ) p 
b 
i 
0 1 
]
, f T b c (q ) = 
[
R (β, ˆ  a) i R b c (q ) p 
b 
f 
0 1 
]
, (6)
where i T b c is the homogeneous transformation of the camera frame
{C} expressed in the base robot frame {B} at the beginning of a
motion, f T b c is that same matrix after having completed the mo-
tion and enforced the RCM, q represents the robot joint values, and
i R b c (q ) is the initial rotation matrix of the camera frame {C} rela-
tive to the base robot frame {B}. Like the control points, β follows
a minimum-jerk interpolation between 0 and β f to simultaneously
rotate and translate the camera frame. 
In order to perform the tilt camera motion, a rotation γ around
the longitudinal axis of the laparoscope z c is added to 
i T b c (q ) inq. (6) . Additionally, L d = 0 and L z = 0 as there is no panning or
ooming motion in this mode. i T b c (q ) can be re-written as: 
 T b c (q ) = 
[
i R b c (q ) R z (γ ) p 
b 
i 
0 1 
]
, (7)
here R z ( γ ) represents the elementary rotation matrix of the
rame {C} about the unitary vector z c . 
.1.5. Interface design 
The implemented control User Interface (UI) is illustrated in
ig. 5 . On system initialisation, the camera is stationary and the
ystem waits for a gaze gesture input from the user. The user has
he option to control the camera via activate camera or tilt cam-
ra modes. Activate camera mode enables panning or zooming. It
s activated by one gaze gesture and switching between the pan-
ing and zooming is enabled with a movement of the head for-
ard or backward. This provides a combined pan and zoom con-
rol for surgeons to seamlessly control the robot. In the tilt camera
ode, which is activated by a different gaze gesture, the system
llows the camera to rotate the view around the laparoscope’s lon-
itudinal axis. 
On initialising the activate camera control mode, the distance
rom the screen to the user’s eyes is calculated and stored as the
riginal distance . During this control mode, the camera will pan in
he vector direction of the PoR from the screen centre with a speed
n accordance to Fig. 5 as long as the user’s head is within a re-
ion of ±5 cm from the original distance . In the panning mode,
he screen area is separated into three radial speed regions as
hown in Fig. 5 (a). Gazing within each region moves the camera
t a different velocity accordingly. If the surgeon’s PoR is within
he central screen region, the camera remains stationary allowing
or a stable view whilst performing tasks. If the surgeon’s gaze falls
ithin the medium and fast regions, the camera moves at a veloc-
ty of 16 . 9 mms −1 and 23 . 3 mms −1 respectively. These three speed
egions were introduced to enable user-friendly control of the cam-
ra whilst maintaining a predeﬁned maximum velocity that would
e safe for the patient. Thus, even if the surgeon performs a glance
oward the edge of the screen, the camera still follows the pre-
eﬁned safe camera speed. In order to zoom in, the user is re-
uired to lean their head forward by more than 5 cm from the
riginal distance position while the activate camera mode is active.
his control scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5 (b). While zooming in,
he surgeon can also direct the camera to simultaneous perform
anning motions. Conversely, the user can zoom out during the
ctivate camera mode by leaning their head back 5 cm from the
riginal distance position, as shown in Fig. 5 (c). Panning via gaze
irection is disabled while zooming outwards. 
If the tilt camera gaze gesture is activated, the original left and
ight eye positions are recorded and the horizon going through the
eft and right eye is calculated and stored as the base line . The hori-
on is continuously tracked by updating the position of the left and
ight eye. The angle formed by the current horizon and the base
ine is used to control the camera tilt. In order to tilt the camera
eft or right, the user is instructed to tilt their head by more than
15 ° to the left or right respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (d). The
obot performs incremental rotation steps with an angular veloc-
ty of 5 ◦ s −1 in the respective tilt direction. In order to maintain a
ilt in one direction, the user simply maintains their head position
.e. a tilt of the head greater than 15 ° will maintain the camera tilt
otion in that given direction. Whilst using the system, the user
an see their PoR represented on the screen as a white moving
ot, which can optionally be deactivated. 
Guidance text is overlaid onto the camera view, and the camera
an also be stopped by ﬁxating the stop camera text at the bottom
eft hand corner of the screen ( Fig. 5 (e)). The stop camera command
s identiﬁed by detecting dwell-time ﬁxations of at least 750 ms in
K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 201 
Fig. 5. Illustration of the UI for the gaze contingent laparoscope system. (a) Panning during activate camera mode. (b) Zooming in during activate camera mode. (c) Zooming 
out during activate camera mode. (d) Tilting the camera during tilt camera mode. (e) Camera is stopped by gazing at the bottom left hand corner for 750 ms. 
Table 1 
Motion parameters for each region of the gaze tracker screen. The motion time t f is in 
seconds and the lengths are in millimetres. 
Pan Only Pan and Zoom-in Simultaneously Condition 
Static L d = 0 . 0 , L z = 0 . 0 L d = 0 . 0 , L z = 0 . 0 r < r 1 = 0 . 18 
t f = 0 . 010 t f = 0 . 010 
Medium L d = 5 . 5 , L z = 0 . 0 L d = 6 . 0 , L z = 5 . 0 r 1 ≤ r < r 2 = 0 . 38 
t f = 0 . 325 t f = 0 . 600 
Fast L d = 7 . 0 , L z = 0 . 0 L d = 8 . 0 , L z = 5 . 0 r ≥ r 2 = 0 . 38 
t f = 0 . 300 t f = 0 . 500 
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p  hat region of the screen. In order to address the potential uncer-
ainties when the eye tracker loses tracking of the user’s eyes, a
afety mechanism is introduced where the robotic system immedi-
tely stops under lost gaze tracking circumstances. On re-detection
f the user’s gaze, the robotic laparoscope resumes with the same
ontrol mode as before the tracking was lost. 
The control parameters for the three different camera velocities
re shown in Table 1 . These motion parameters are based on the
ormalized Euclidean distance r of the gaze from the centre of the
creen as described above. The speciﬁc values of these parameters
ave been chosen for the pan and zoom control modalities accord-
ng to clinical requirements, and to avoid unexpected motions in
oint space. The zooming out motion has the following constant
arameters L d = 0 . 0 m , L z = 0 . 005 m and t f = 0 . 5 s . 
r  .2. Online calibration of gaze tracking 
.2.1. Motivation 
Conventional remote gaze trackers require an explicit oﬄine
alibration procedure to map the optical axis (OA) (i.e. the straight
ine that passes through both the pupil and cornea centre) of the
ser’s eye to account for their visual axis (VA) (i.e. the PoR, or
he line joining the cornea and the fovea centre) ( Hansen and
iang, 2010 ). This process typically requires the user to ﬁxate onto
 moving spot presented on the screen. During this procedure a set
f the user’s uncalibrated PoR coordinates at a number of prede-
ermined locations on the screen, also known as calibration points,
re recorded. The PoR of the user is then corrected using a map-
ing function which relates the captured PoR coordinates to their
espective screen coordinates. A known problem of oﬄine calibra-
202 K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 
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t  tion reported in numerous cases is that the calibration can drift
over time ( Hornof and Halverson, 2002; Nyström et al., 2013 ), thus
affecting the accuracy and precision of the estimated PoR and po-
tentially requiring the surgeon to recalibrate during surgery. This
deterioration of the oﬄine calibration is typically associated with
naturally occurring changes in user’s postures or head positions. A
quantitative study of drift during laparoscopic surgery is detailed
in Appendix B . Given that the tilt and zoom control modes require
explicit head movements, the need for online calibration is even
more critical in the presented work. Previous gaze tracker systems
have used as little as one calibration point with an accuracy of 1 °
of visual angle. However, these systems utilise multiple cameras
and or light sources ( Hansen and Qiang, 2010 ), and still require
an explicit oﬄine calibration that is susceptible to calibration drift.
Calibration drift would not only lead to poor user-experience, but
also raise safety concerns for use in the operating theatre. 
To overcome these problems, an implicit online calibration pro-
cess that progressively adapts to the user’s changing gaze is in-
troduced. Since the proposed online calibration process replaces
the conventional oﬄine calibration, the surgeon will be able to
use the robotic laparoscope system immediately. Furthermore, the
adaptive nature of the algorithm overcomes the calibration drift as
it updates with continued use, thus allowing the surgeon to use
the gaze contingent system for longer periods without recalibrat-
ing during an operation. The online calibration algorithm takes ad-
vantage of the pre-learnt gaze gesture information to extract rel-
evant PoR coordinates in an ongoing manner to form and update
the mapping function. The proposed online calibration algorithm
can be applied to any remote gaze tracker system as long as it
possesses user-interactive elements with known positions on the
screen, such as menu navigation with the user’s PoR, eye typ-
ing, or others such as an automatic scroll mechanism during read-
ing. Once user interaction is recognised, calibration points can be
captured and used to remap the user’s PoR. Unlike in Chen and
Ji (2015) , no assumptions are made on the content of the camera
image for the online calibration to function. The presented online
approach integrates seamlessly within the gaze gesture framework
by taking advantage of the same probabilistic approach used to
identify the gaze gestures. 
2.2.2. Online gaze calibration design 
The gaze gestures require the user to look at the centre and one
of the bottom corners of the screen. By extracting the PoR coordi-
nates at these instances, the online calibration process uses these
coordinates to populate the subject-speciﬁc calibration mapping on
the ﬂy. The assumption behind the online calibration is that the
user is looking at speciﬁc areas located at the center and corners of
the screen to perform the gestures. This assumption is made valid
because the corner locations are made explicit with text describing
the control mode, and because users are trained to use the ges-
tures beforehand. This is further restricted by requiring gestures to
be in certain quadrants of the screen, and forming a speciﬁc pat-
tern with a particular orientation, i.e. of the form of a gaze gesture
that was used to train the gaze gesture model. As shown in Fig. 6 ,
the online calibration process ﬁrst applies a median ﬁlter to the
stream of unmapped PoR coordinates from the gaze tracker to re-
duce noise. Potential gaze gestures are then extracted in the same
manner as in the gaze gesture recognition process in Fig. 3 . At this
stage the gaze gesture sequence consists of a series of unmapped
and therefore inaccurate PoR coordinates. To determine whether
a potential gaze gesture is not a false positive, principal compo-
nent analysis is applied to the segmented potential gaze gesture.
The majority of the trajectory’s information is contained in the ﬁrst
and second principal components (PC1 and PC2 respectively), and
in the form of an elongated diagonal. As such, gaze gestures with
a PC1/PC2 ratio below a threshold of 5 are counted as false posi-ives and ﬁltered out. The angle of PC1 indicates the quadrant loca-
ion of the potential gaze gesture. It is then possible to distinguish
hether the segmented gaze gesture is associated with activate
amera (HMM1) or tilt camera (HMM2). If PC1 lies on the fourth
uadrant, then it is related to the activate camera mode, while if
t lies on the third quadrant then it is associated to the tilt camera
ode. The absolute positions of the extracted PoR coordinates cen-
roids from the gaze gesture are also stored to rule out inadequate
estures towards the upper left/right corners of the image. 
If the principal component criteria are met, the series of un-
apped PoR coordinates during two ﬁxation points, i.e. the coor-
inates associated with the calibration point at the screen centre
nd the coordinates associated with one of the calibration points
t the bottom corner, are extracted from the gaze gesture. Only
he PoR coordinates during the period when the velocity is below
00 ◦ s −1 are stored. 
The stored coordinates are subsequently ﬁltered by computing
he centroid and standard deviation of each PoR coordinate within
heir respective buffers. The ﬁnal PoR centroid to be used in the
apping function is recomputed excluding any coordinates that
all outside one standard deviation from the initial computed cen-
roid. These centroids are then used in the calibration mapping to
ap the OA to the VA. The calibration mapping incorporated in
he algorithm is a thin plate spline (TPS) based radial basis func-
ion (RBF) mapping. TPS, a special polyharmonic spline, was chosen
or the gaze calibration mapping due to its elegant characteristics
o interpolate surfaces over scattered data. The TPS was ﬁrst in-
roduced by Duchon (1977) , and has previously been used for var-
ous computer vision and biological data such as in image regis-
ration ( Bookstein, 1989 ). Commercial eye trackers such as the one
sed in this paper are prone to user-speciﬁc errors in gaze track-
ng. As such these products typically require an additional calibra-
ion procedure to be performed by users prior to working with the
ye tracker. The TPS method presented in this work effectively re-
laces the commercially provided additional calibration procedure
ith one of our own. Additionally, the proposed calibration pro-
edure is implicit rather than explicit, thus making it much more
ser friendly. Further details on how the TPS is implemented as a
apping function can be found in Appendix A . 
A minimum of three calibration points will be needed to com-
ute the TPS mapping. However, the gaze contingent laparoscope
ystem utilises two gaze gestures, giving room to obtain between
wo and three calibration points only. Therefore, prior to using
he calibration points for the online mapping, the ﬁnal calibration
oints associated with the centre, bottom left and right corners of
he screen are extrapolated to increase the number of calibration
oints to ﬁve points. Note that on initialisation of the system, there
an only be two calibration points obtained from the ﬁrst gaze ges-
ure received from the user, i.e. either a activate camera or tilt cam-
ra gaze gesture. Therefore, symmetry along both the vertical and
orizontal eye rotation is assumed and the two calibration points
re extrapolated to ﬁve calibration points when the ﬁrst gaze ges-
ure has been successfully performed. This scenario is illustrated
n Fig. 8 (a-b). When both gaze gestures have been performed, the
hree calibration points are used to extrapolate to ﬁve calibration
oints as shown in Fig. 8 (c). A conventional oﬄine calibration pro-
edure uses anything between ﬁve to nine calibration points to es-
ablish a gaze mapping function for accurate PoR estimation. 
Once ﬁve calibration points have been extrapolated, the rele-
ant mapping parameters can be obtained by solving a linear sys-
em of equations together with the calibration screen coordinates
hown in Fig. 8 (d). 
Once a calibration mapping is formed, the previously seg-
ented gaze gesture is remapped via the calibration mapping and
ested against the two gaze gesture HMM models. If the gaze ges-
ure returns an inference value above either of the two HMM
K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 203 
Fig. 6. Flow chart of the online calibration process. 
Fig. 7. Operative workﬂow using the gaze-assisted robotic control. 
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 hresholds, the extracted pupil coordinates are deemed accurate
nd are kept in respective circular buffers as calibration points,
therwise they are discarded. As the user continues to use the
aze contingent laparoscope system and inputs gaze gestures, the
tored pupil coordinate points can be used to build a more robust
aze tracking calibration mapping, whilst also accounting for any
alibration drift as the user moves around. The overall online cali-
ration algorithm integrates closely with the gaze gesture recog-
ition algorithm, enabling the surgeon to seamlessly start using
he robotic laparoscope system without having to perform an of-
ine gaze tracker calibration. The complete operative workﬂow is
llustrated in Fig. 7 , where a surgical resident performs a lesion re-
oval task on an upper gastrointestinal phantom. . Results 
.1. Gaze contingent laparoscope user study 
In order to assess the accuracy of the gaze gesture recognition
nd examine the usability of the proposed system by comparing it
o other methods, subjects were asked to perform the same task
sing three different camera control schemes: 
1. The proposed gaze gesture control: gesture-based mode activa-
tion and camera control through PoR and head position; 
2. Pedal activated control: dual-switch foot-pedal mode activation
and camera control through PoR and head position; 
204 K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 
Fig. 8. (a) Calibration point extrapolation process when a activate camera gaze ges- 
ture is performed on initialisation of the system. (b) Calibration point extrapolation 
process when a tilt camera gaze gesture is performed on initialisation of the system. 
(c) Resultant calibration mapping showing the extrapolated and original calibration 
points once both gaze gestures have been performed. (d) The ﬁve screen coordinate 
locations used for the TPS calibration mapping. 
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i  3. Camera assistant control: a camera assistant follows the verbal
instructions of the participant and navigates the camera. 
In the foot-pedal control mode the activate camera and tilt cam-
era modes are activated via the left and right pedals respectively.
The pedals need to be kept pressed to maintain the chosen con-
trol mode, and the camera movement is stopped when the user
releases the foot pedal. The laparoscope is navigated in exactly the
same manner as shown in Fig. 5 (a–d). 
3.1.1. Experimental setup 
The experimental setup is identical to the one described in
Section 2.1.1 ( Fig. 1 ). The HMM gaze gesture recognition process
and the robot control process were implemented in C++. The gaze
gesture recognition process ran at 33.3 Hz whilst the robot control
process updated at 200 Hz. Experimental data which consisted of
subject PoR, gaze gestures, and camera-view feed were recorded
at a rate of 33.3 Hz. The surgical instrument tip trajectories were
recorded with the Polaris at 17 Hz. During the camera assistant
control mode the laparoscope tip position was tracked with a Po-
laris marker. In other modes it was instead obtained from the
robot forward kinematics. Instrument trajectory tracking was un-
dertaken as peer-reviewed literature has shown that instrument
trajectory path length correlate to the level of surgical performance
( Hove et al., 2010 ). 
3.1.2. Participants 
In this usability study, seventeen surgical residents with a post-
graduate year between 3–7 (PGY3-7, male = 16, female = 1)
were recruited. The mean laparoscopic experience was 676 ( ±293)
cases. All participants were trained to use the gaze gesture and
pedal activated systems on an abstract navigation task before start-
ing the study. This training was performed to prevent potential
learning effects when performing the subsequent phantom based
task. The abstract training task required the subject to navigate
the laparoscope system inside a conventional box trainer to lo-
cate numbers in ascending order. The numbers of varying font
sizes were placed randomly on a 4 ×5 grid in order to require the
user to both pan and zoom during the training. Subject trainingas halted when: a minimum baseline proﬁciency task completion
ime was met; when they showed no further improvement in com-
letion time; and, when they could reproduce a similar comple-
ion time consecutively on three occasions. A second training task
as used for the tilt control modality of the camera. Subjects were
sked to re-align three operative scenes to a conventional anatomi-
al orientation. The task involved tilting the camera left, right, then
eft by 15 °, 65 ° and 35 ° respectively. Once a scene was correctly re-
ligned, the next scene was presented to the participant. 
.1.3. Tasks 
The task involved subjects identifying and removing a set num-
er of randomly placed lesions on an upper gastrointestinal phan-
om. The task was a simulated upper gastrointestinal staging la-
aroscopy and the phantom was placed in a laparoscopic box
rainer. The nature of the simulated task required subjects to use
 bimanual technique, typically with one instrument manipulating
nd/or retracting tissue, and the other grasping and removing the
esion. The surgeons were allowed and encouraged to physically
ook at the phantom model before lesions were placed to famil-
arise themselves with it. This procedure was introduced to min-
mise the potential confounding factor of learning the phantom
odel. Participants were asked to perform the lesion removing
ask twice, for each of the three camera control modes mentioned
reviously in Section 2.2 , namely, via i) gaze gesture activation, ii)
oot-pedal activation, and iii) verbal communication with a human
amera assistant. Thus, overall each participant performed the le-
ion removal task six times in total. To mitigate learning effects on
erforming the lesion removing task, the sequence in which sub-
ects performed the task during the three control modes was ran-
omised. Prior to the user trials, the human camera assistant was
iven both hands-on and theoretical training over a period of two
ays on the experimental model by an expert laparoscopic assis-
ant with over 10 0 0 cases performed. The assistant was recalled
 week later to conﬁrm retention and proﬁciency on the experi-
ental model before the study commenced. The assistant was kept
onstant for all participants. 
.1.4. Performance metrics 
Eye tracking data for each participant was recorded during the
aze gesture control mode to assess gaze gesture usability. A high
erformance gaze gesture recognition algorithm plays a critical
ole in the usability of the gaze contingent system. In order to as-
ess it, post-hoc observation of the recorded videos of the laparo-
copic camera view, was conducted by two independent observers.
he PoR data was overlaid post-hoc on all respective camera-view
ideos. Text was overlaid to signal when the gesture was recog-
ised by the gaze gesture recognition system, making it easier for
he observer to count the true positive, false positive and false
egative gaze gestures. Observations were performed on all sub-
ect videos consisting of a total of 34 videos (17 subjects each
f who performed two repetitions of the gaze gesture trial). The
wo observers viewed video sequences in the same order where
heir observations were compared for inter-rater reliability using
he intraclass correlation coeﬃcient (ICC) ( Koch, 1982 ). The ob-
ervers recorded the occurrences of true positive (i.e. correctly
dentiﬁed), false positive (i.e. incorrectly identiﬁed) and false neg-
tive (i.e. incorrectly rejected) gaze gestures in an ordinal man-
er. To simplify the counting process of the true positive, false
ositive and false negative gaze gestures, eye-tracking data and
he camera-view videos were saved and analysed after the experi-
ents were completed. True negative (i.e. correctly rejected) gaze
estures were obtain by ﬁltering the recorded gaze data and count-
ng the rejected potential gaze gestures during the trials. The recall
K. Fujii et al. / Medical Image Analysis 44 (2018) 196–214 205 
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Table 2 
Recall and false positive rate for both HMM gaze gestures with respec- 
tive ICC for inter-rater reliability assessment. 
Recall False Positive Rate ICC 
Activate Camera (HMM1) 94.88% 1.91% 0.957 
Tilt Camera (HMM2) 98.08% 0.41% 0.912 
Fig. 9. Task completion time by control mode aggregating all participants. 
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t  s obtained by: ∑ 
T rueP osit i v eGest ures ∑ 
T rueP osit i v eGest ures + ∑ F alseNegat i v eGest ures , 
nd the false positive rate is obtained by: ∑ 
F alseP osit i v eGest ures ∑ 
F alseP osit i v eGest ures + ∑ T rueNegat i v eGest ures , 
The discriminability index d ′ was also computed to evaluate the
obustness of the HMM gaze gesture recognition algorithm: 
 
′ = z(Recal l ) − z(F alseP ositi v eRate ) , 
here z(x) is the z-transform. The theoretical limit of d ′ is 6.93
nd values of d ′ of at least 3 were considered acceptable. In ad-
ition, the system usability during each laparoscope control mode
s assessed quantitatively through the use of the following perfor-
ance metrics: 
• Task completion time measured in seconds. 
• Camera path length measured over a single trial in centimetres
- to assess camera control eﬃciency and usability of the system.
• Camera workspace measured in centimetre cube - to assess
whether the group of participants were able to move the la-
paroscope system over a comparable workspace to that of a
camera assistant. 
• Instrument path length measured over a single trial in centime-
tres - to assess the ergonomics of the system. 
• Time-normalised instrument path length measured in centime-
tres per second - to assess the ergonomics of the system. This
metric is obtained by dividing the camera path length mea-
sured over a single trial by the respective task completion time
to obtain a path length independent of task completion time. 
• National Aeronautical Space Agency - Task Load Index (NASA-
TLX) questionnaire ( Hart and Staveland, 1988 ) - subjects com-
pleted a questionnaire after each lesion removal task. This sub-
jective questionnaire is validated and comprises of six vari-
ably weighted parameters that contribute to task workload
( Zheng et al., 2012a ). 
The average number of gestures assessed by the two raters was
13 for the activate camera gaze gesture (an average of 18.4 ges-
ures per subject), and 109 for the tilt camera gaze gesture (an av-
rage of 6.4 gestures per subject). 
.1.5. Gaze contingent laparoscope usability results 
The usability performance of the new gaze contingent laparo-
cope system was based upon the results obtained from the fol-
owing statistical analysis studies. 
1. HMM gaze gesture recall and false positive rate assessment. 
2. Comparative analysis of the three different control modalities. 
3. Comparative analysis of results from this study against a previ-
ously suggested system ( Fujii et al., 2013 ). 
At the end, subjective feedback collected from the users regard-
ng the user experience of using the system is presented. For all
he statistical analysis, normality tests (Lilliefors test) were initially
erformed. Normality tests at the 5% signiﬁcance level revealed the
on-parametric nature of the obtained experimental data. Study 2
as a within-subject design; therefore a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
as conducted for non-parametric statistical comparison between
ariables. Results are represented as medians with interquartile
anges (IQR) in brackets, along with respective z and p-values. A
-value < .05 was considered signiﬁcant. Results with signiﬁcant
ifferences are indicated with an asterisk ‘ ∗’ mark in all tables.
n contrast, Study 3 was a between-subject design and therefore
ann Whitney U tests were conducted for non-parametric con-
inuous variables between modalities. Prior to conducting Mannhitney U tests, Brown-Forsythe F-tests were conducted to check
he equal variance assumption. Mann Whitney U tests were then
erformed only on the data which passed the equal variance cri-
eria. For large samples (U is approximately normally distributed
nd therefore in this case, standard normal distribution z values
re reported. 
.1.6. Hidden Markov model gaze gesture performance assessment 
The recall and false positive rate results are shown in Table 2 .
he overall average recall for the HMM based gaze gestures is
6.48% with an average false positive rate of 1.17%. The discrim-
nability index d ′ was 3.706 for the activate camera gaze gesture
nd 4.714 for the tilt camera gaze, which showed good robustness
o visual search behaviour noise. The ICC from observing gaze ges-
ures of both trials for all 17 subjects (34 videos in total) resulted
n 0.957 and 0.912 for the activate camera and tilt camera gaze ges-
ures respectively. This result shows strong inter-rater agreement,
s coeﬃcient values of greater than 0.8 are typically considered
trong agreement. This was not surprising given that identiﬁca-
ion of the three-stroke gaze gestures was straightforward and un-
mbiguous. More importantly, these results demonstrate that gaze
estures provide high recall and a low false positive rate, making
he use of HMM based gaze gestures both user-friendly and safe. 
.1.7. Comparative analysis of different control modalities 
The comparative analysis of the three different control modali-
ies uses the performance metrics from the combined data of both
rials (ﬁrst and second trial) and is shown in Table 3 . The ex-
eriment was a within-subject design, with all seventeen subjects
ompleting two repetitions of all three control modalities. All sev-
nteen subjects met the baseline proﬁciency and training require-
ents to be included in the user performance based quantitative
nalysis. Three of the subjects wore glasses and four wore contact
enses. 
The task completion time over the trials were signiﬁcantly
horter for the gaze gesture activated system compared to both the
amera assistant and the pedal activated control scheme (190.50 s
s. 240.50 s; z = −1.992,p = .046) and (190.50 s vs. 246.00 s;
 = −3.351, p < .001) respectively. In contrast to this, the pedal
ctivated control modality showed no statistical difference in the
ask completion time versus the camera assistant (246.00 s vs.
40.50 s; z = 0.530, p = .596). The comparative task comple-
ion times are shown in the box plot in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 shows
hat the overall subject group could complete the same biman-
al task faster with the gaze gesture activated control modality
han both the pedal activated system and the camera assistant.
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Table 3 
User performance metrics of the assistant, gaze gesture activated, and pedal activated system over both trials with respective Wilcoxon signed-rank tests results. 
Task Cam Path Left Instr Right Instr Time Norm Time Norm Right Instr NASA-TLX 
Time(s) Len(cm) Path Len(cm) Path Len(cm) Left Instr Path Len(cm.s −1 ) Right Instr Path Len(cm.s −1 ) score 
(1) Assistant 240.50 449.46 1155.71 1250.16 4.75 6.02 32.67 
[118.75] [291.12] [634.70] [699.20] [1.00] [1.89] [20.58] 
(2) Gaze Gesture 190.50 97.58 730.81 725.93 4.45 5.16 40.00 
[67.50] [46.02] [328.70] [336.29] [1.67] [1.89] [28.83] 
(3) Pedal 246.00 104.81 868.26 896.05 4.15 4.71 45.34 
[159.50] [61.13] [513.18] [44 9.4 8] [1.59] [1.29] [27.76] 
Wilcoxon Task Cam Left Instr Right Instr Time Norm Time Norm NASA-TLX 
Signed-Rank Test Time Path Len Path Len Path Len Left Instr Path Len Right Instr Path Len score 
(2) vs. (1) z = −1.991 z = −5.086 z = −4.078 z = −4.847 z = −3.479 z = −4.026 z = 1.188 
p = 0.046 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.235 
(3) vs. (1) z = 0.530 z = −5.086 z = −2.094 z = −3.616 z = −3.351 z = −4.727 z = 2.137 
p = 0.596 p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.036 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.033 ∗
(2) vs. (3) z = −3.351 z = −1.0 0 0 z = −3.548 z = −3.377 z = 0.530 z = 1.787 z = −1.855 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.317 p < 0.001 ∗ p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.596 p = 0.075 p = 0.064 
Fig. 10. Camera path length by control mode aggregating all participants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. Camera workspace during each control modality. 
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f  Using the gaze gesture activated system the surgeon can maintain
their visual attention on the laparoscope camera view without dis-
tractions. This makes a signiﬁcant difference, shown in Fig. 9 , as
switching control mode completely changes the robotic endoscope
behavior. Having to rely on an external component (e.g. an assis-
tant or foot-pedal) to change the robot behavior forces an interrup-
tion of the workﬂow, whereas the gaze gestures allow the surgeon
to remain focused on the same medium used to control the robot,
without the risk of unintended device motions during the switch. 
Signiﬁcantly shorter camera path lengths were observed for the
gaze gesture and pedal activation modalities compared to the cam-
era assistant (97.58 cm vs. 449.46 cm; z = −5.086, p < .001) and
(104.81 cm vs. 449.46 cm; z = −5.086, p < .001) respectively.
Note that the camera path length showed no statistical difference
between the gaze gesture activated and pedal activated control
modes (97.58 cm vs. 104.81 cm; z = −1.0 0 0, p = .317). Illustra-
tion of the groups’ comparative camera path lengths is shown in
the box plot in Fig. 10 . The gaze gesture activated control mode
resulted in a signiﬁcantly shorter task completion time but not in
a signiﬁcant shorter camera path length when compared to the
pedal mode. One plausible reason for this result could be the bet-
ter ergonomics of not having to depress an external pedal device
whilst performing a bimanual instrument task. The pressing of a
pedal can change the surgeon’s posture and balance, thus adversely
affecting the ergonomics during the task. 
In order to assess whether the gaze contingent system is able to
cover a workspace volume comparable to that of a human camera
assistant, the camera tip trajectories from the group of surgeons
were combined into one point cloud for each control modality.
The point clouds were used to obtain a surface mesh via Delau-
nay triangulation and the overall volume occupied by the camera
tip workspace was then computed using the convex hull algorithm.
As can be seen from the illustration in Fig. 11 , all three cameraontrol methods show a similar workspace volume of 2558.47 cm 3 
 2556.40 cm 3 and 2159.60 cm 3 for the camera assistant, gaze ges-
ure activated and pedal activated control schemes respectively. 
The instrument path lengths (both left and right) were signif-
cantly shorter during the use of the gaze gesture activated con-
rol scheme compared to the camera assistant with path lengths at
730.81 cm vs.1155.71 cm; z = −4.078, p < .001) and (725.93 cm
s.1250.16 cm; z = −4.847, p < .001) for the left and right in-
truments respectively. Similarly, the instrument path lengths were
lso signiﬁcantly shorter when using the pedal activated control
cheme when compared against the camera assistant with left and
ight path lengths of (868.26 cm vs. 1155.71 cm; z = −2.094,
 = .036) and (896.05 cm vs. 1250.16 cm; z = −3.616, p < .001)
espectively. Importantly, the instrument path lengths recorded
uring the gaze gesture activated control scheme also resulted in
tatistically shorter path lengths when compared against the pedal
ctivated camera control scheme with (730.81 cm vs. 868.26 cm;
 = −3.548, p < .001) and (725.93 cm vs. 896.05 cm; z = −3.377,
 < .001) for left and right instruments respectively. The group’s
nstrument path lengths during each control scheme are shown in
ig. 12 . The shorter instrument path lengths could have been due
o the faster task completion times. In order to reduce the time
ependencies on the instrument path length, the time normalised
nstrument path lengths are compared next. 
The time normalised instrument path length during the gaze
esture activated control scheme was signiﬁcantly shorter for
oth the left and right instrument ( 4 . 45 cm.s −1 v s. 4 . 75 cm.s −1 ;
 = −3.479, p < .001) and ( 5 . 16 cm.s −1 v s. 6 . 02 cm.s −1 ;
 = −4.026, p < .001) respectively when compared against those
btained during using a camera assistant. Time normalised instru-
ent path lengths during the pedal activation control scheme were
lso signiﬁcantly shorter for both left and right instruments com-
ared to the camera assistant trials ( 4 . 15 cm.s −1 v s. 4 . 75 cm.s −1 ;
 = −3.351, p < .001) and ( 4 . 71 cm.s −1 v s. 6 . 02 cm.s −1 ;
 = −4.727, p < .001) respectively. There was no statistical dif-
erence in the time normalised instrument path length between
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Fig. 12. Left and right instrument path length by control mode aggregating all participants’ data. 
Fig. 13. NASA TLX scores for all participants. 
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m  he gaze gesture activated and pedal activated control modality for
ither instrument. Given the within-subject design, and that par-
icipants were experienced surgeons, the shorter time normalised
nstrument path length reﬂects the improved usability of the gaze
ontingent control modes. A shorter instrument path length, which
s a reﬂection of eﬃcient instrument movement, has previously
een associated with better surgical performance in the clinical
etting ( Aggarwal et al., 2007; Van Sickle et al., 2005 ). Since the
roup of surgeons participating in the study remained the same,
ny changes in the instrument path length can be inferred as an
ndirect measure of usability. 
Each control scheme was also assessed for its contribution to
he cognitive workload of the participant through the NASA-TLX
uestionnaire. A desired aspect of new technology introduced in
he operating theatre is one which does not add to the cognitive
urden of the surgeon. No statistically signiﬁcant difference can be
bserved in the NASA-TLX score outcome for the gaze gesture acti-
ated control scheme relative to the camera control using a camera
ssistant (40.00 vs. 32.67; z = 1.188, p = .235). However, the foot-
edal activation method resulted in signiﬁcantly higher NASA-TLX
cores compared to the camera assistant mode (45.34 vs. 32.67;
 = 2.137, p = .033). The change in the user’s balance and pos-
ure when required to use an additional limb to depress a pedal
nd activate the camera might be the cause of the disparity in the
ASA-TLX scores. The overall group NASA-TLX scores are shown in
ig. 13 . 
.1.8. Comparative analysis to an alternative gaze contingent system 
The ﬁnal usability analysis involves a comparison of the system
resented in this article to that presented by Fujii et al. (2013) .
oth systems use the same Kuka LWR arm and two gaze gestures
o control the camera. Furthermore, the same panning and zoom-
ng speeds are used in both systems. The main difference between
he two systems is the separation of the pan and zoom control
n the previous work. In order to switch from panning the cam-
ra to zooming, the user would have to stop the camera and then
erform a gaze gesture to switch to zoom control. In contrast, the
ystem UI presented in this article combines the pan and zoom
ontrol into one activate camera control mode, where the user can
witch between the panning and zooming by moving their headorward or backward. In addition, the new system enables an ex-
ra tilt camera control to rotate the camera view along the laparo-
cope’s longitudinal axis. 
The work by Fujii et al. (2013) had a subject group size of
leven participants with laparoscopic experience of 536 ( ±315)
ases. The experience of the participating group of surgeons is
omparable to the experience of the group of surgeons recruited
or the user trials presented in this article, which is seventeen sub-
ects with laparoscopic experience of 676 ( ±293) cases. A similar
ask to that in Fujii et al. (2013) was completed by the subjects. To
nalyse the between-subject designed user study, Brown–Forsythe
-tests were performed to check comparable variance of the com-
arison group data and subsequently Mann Whitney U tests were
erformed comparing the two systems. A summary of these results
re presented in Table 4 . 
From the Brown–Forsythe F-test, the only between-subject
roup pair that did not meet the equal variance criteria was
he task time results obtained from our proposed gaze gesture
odality and the task time from the gaze gesture modality of
ujii et al. (2013) . The failure to show equal variance of these
wo grouped task time data implies that the task time obtained
uring the use of the proposed gaze gesture modality had a sig-
iﬁcantly different variance to the one obtained during the Fujii
t al. method (190.50 [67.50]s vs. 281.0 0 [172.0 0]s). Thus, this F-
est shows improved consistency and speed in achieved task times
y participating surgeons, when using the proposed gaze gesture
ontrol scheme. In contrast, as shown by the Mann Whitney U
ests, the pedal activated control method showed no signiﬁcant dif-
erence in task completion times. This result could indicate that
ur system, which enables quick switching between panning and
ooming, is more ergonomic when the gaze gestures are used to
ctivate the camera but not necessarily when the user is required
o depress a foot-pedal. The subtle change in the user’s balance
nd posture when having to use another limb to depress the pedal
nd activate the camera might be the cause of the disparity. 
The camera path lengths resulted in no statistical difference for
oth the gaze gesture and the pedal activated control schemes.
his result is not surprising as the system’s parameters for pan-
ing and zooming were kept identical. Therefore, the signiﬁcantly
ifferent variance statistic in the task time resulting from sub-
ect trials during the use of our proposed gaze gesture activated
ontrol scheme is likely due to the better system ergonomics.
he NASA-TLX showed no signiﬁcant change between the two
aze gesture activated control schemes. Interestingly, the pedal-
ctivated control scheme that we propose shows a signiﬁcant in-
rease in the NASA-TLX score when compared to the pedal sys-
em by Fujii et al. (2013) resulting in (45.34 vs. 27.00; z = −2.383,
1 = 34, n2 = 20, p = .017). This increase in cognitive burden for
he cohort of surgeons may have been caused by the restricted
osture during zooming in or out. Since the foot-pedal needs to
aintain depressed during camera control, the limb used for the
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Table 4 
User performance comparison between the proposed system and the system from Fujii et al. (2013) . 
Task Time(s) Cam Path Len(cm) NASA-TLX score 
(1) Proposed Gaze Gesture 190.50 [67.50] 97.58 [46.02] 40.00 [28.83] 
(2) Fujii et al. Gaze Gesture 281.0 0 [172.0 0] 89.61 [87.05] 41.33 [39.08] 
(3) Proposed Pedal 246.00 [159.50] 104.81 [61.13] 45.34 [27.76] 
(4]) Fujii et al. Pedal 265.0 0 [160.0 0] 107.61 [88.42] 27.00 [28.32] 
Brown-Forsythe F-Test Task Time Cam Path Len NASA-TLX score 
(1) vs. (2) F = 6.460, p = 0.014 ∗ F = 2.521, p = 0.118 F = 0.246, p = 0.622 
df = [1 54] df = [1 54] df = [1 53] 
(3) vs. (4) F = 0.121, p = 0.729 F = 3.310, p = 0.075 F = 0.026, p = 0.873 
df = [1 53] df = [1 53] df = [1 53] 
Mann Whitney U Test Task Time Cam Path Len NASA-TLX score 
(1) vs. (2) N/A z = −0.109, n1 = 34, n2 = 22 z = 0.113, n1 = 34, n2 = 21 
p = 0.913 p = 0.910 
(3) vs. (4) z = 0.676, n1 = 34, n2 = 21 z = 0.823, n1 = 34, n2 = 21 z = −2.383, n1 = 34, n2 = 20 
p = 0.499 p = 0.411 p = 0.017 ∗
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e  foot-pedal is essentially in a ﬁxed position. Since the new system
requires moving their head forwards or backwards during zooming
in or out, the combined UI may have been awkward at times for
the surgeon. 
3.1.9. Subjective feedback 
Surgeons who participated in this study were also asked for
subjective feedback. Most of the feedback was positive, including
comments such as that the panning control was working effec-
tively and provided the advantage of maintaining a steady camera
view and horizon compared to a camera assistant. Some surgeons
expressed their preference for the gaze gesture activated system
over the pedal system, with the opinion that it is easier to learn
and to use, while the addition of the foot pedal to the gaze con-
trol increases their cognitive demand when moving the camera. On
the other hand, some surgeons expressed that although the sys-
tem is intuitive to use, they would prefer to use a human as that
is what they are accustomed to. However these surgeons also ex-
pressed that they could see the beneﬁt of the system especially
for long operations which would be unpleasant for an assistant.
Some surgeons felt that the stop camera location, which was at
the bottom left corner of the screen conﬂicted with the usabil-
ity as it causes the camera to move slightly while they ﬁxate at
the corner for 750 ms. Other feedback included some personalised
preferences including a desire to have faster pan or zoom speed. 
3.2. Online gaze calibration performance study 
The aim of this study was to assess whether the online calibra-
tion algorithm could calibrate “on the ﬂy” with a range of different
subjects and maintain a high level of accuracy and precision over
time. Furthermore, the study compares the online calibration algo-
rithm performance to when the gaze tracker is not calibrated, and
when an oﬄine 5 and 9 point calibration procedure is conducted.
All gaze gestures performed were recorded for oﬄine analysis to
quantify the recall and false positive rate. As the purpose of this
study was to assess the accuracy of the online calibration method
through periodic checks, it was performed independently from the
study presented in Section 3.1 which was meant to simulate an
uninterrupted surgical scenario as closely as possible. 
3.2.1. Experimental setup 
A Tobii 1750 remote gaze tracker was used for the experiment.
The online gaze tracker calibration process was implemented in
C++ and operates at 33.3 Hz. The experimental data collected dur-
ing the performance study consisted of subject PoR and the gaze
gestures. .2.2. Participants 
Twenty-ﬁve subjects participated in the within-subject user
tudy to assess the performance of the online calibration algo-
ithm independently (male = 20, female = 5). All participants were
rained to use the gaze gesture UI before starting the study. 
.2.3. Tasks 
Each participant was required to successfully perform both gaze
estures ten times as training. Post training, each participant was
sked to perform a calibration performance task under the fol-
owing eye tracker calibration conditions: i) no calibration, ii) ﬁve
oint oﬄine calibration, iii) nine point oﬄine calibration, iv) af-
er one gaze gesture (online calibration), v) after two gaze ges-
ures (both activate camera and tilt camera gesture (online calibra-
ion), vi) after ﬁve gaze gestures (online calibration), vii) after ten
aze gestures (online calibration). The performance task involved
he participant observing one by one, nine evenly distributed white
ots displayed on a screen. During this task, the participants’ gaze
as recorded for oﬄine analysis. 
Each trial was carried out over twenty minutes. The partici-
ant performed one gaze gesture, then the performance task, then
as asked to take a ﬁve minute break by moving away from the
esk. Subsequently, the same procedure was also repeated after
erforming two, ﬁve and ten gaze gestures in the same session.
he gaze gesture count is accumulated to emulate the subject per-
orming the calibration on the go. The study was executed in this
anner to understand the online calibration’s longitudinal perfor-
ance. 
.2.4. Performance metrics 
In order to measure the accuracy of each calibration methods
he angular divergence θ of the user’s ﬁxation point from the nine
eference points is computed: 
= 2 × tan −1 
(
S 
2 D 
)
, (8)
here D represents the distance in centimetres from the subject’s
ye to the gaze tracker screen and S represents the distance offset
n centimetres from a reference point as illustrated in Fig. 14 . 
The overall accuracy of the calibration is deﬁned as, 
A v gAccuracy = 
1 
n 
×
n ∑ 
i =1 
θi , (9)
here θ i is the angular divergence of the recorded ﬁxations from
ach of the reference targets and n is the number of reference tar-
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Fig. 14. Graphical representation of the angular divergence θ . D is the distance 
from the subject’s eye to the screen, and S is the offset from a reference point on 
the screen. 
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a  ets. In addition, the precision of the calibration is deﬁned as, 
(i ) precision = 
√ 
1 
m 
×
n ∑ 
j=1 
θ2 
j 
. (10) 
The overall precision is obtained by taking the average between
he nine precision measurements i.e., 
A v gPrecision = 
1 
n 
×
n ∑ 
i =1 
θ (i ) precision . (11) 
The gaze gesture recall during the online calibration is also as-
essed to check if the online calibration adversely affects the gaze
esture recognition algorithm’s performance. The gaze gesture’s re-
all, false positive rate and the discriminability index d ′ , are quan-
iﬁed as in Section 3.1 by post-hoc observation of the recorded
amera-view videos by two independent observers. The observers
iewed the video sequences in the same order where their obser-
ations were compared for inter-rater reliability using the ICC. The
verage number of gestures assessed by the two raters was 136
or the activate camera gaze gesture (an average of 5.44 gestures
er subject) and 129 for the tilt camera gaze gesture (an average of
.16 gestures per subject). 
.2.5. Algorithm performance analysis and results 
The performance of the online calibration process is based upon
he results obtained from the following studies: 
1. Comparative analysis of the online calibration against the of-
ﬂine calibration for accuracy and precision. 
2. HMM gaze gesture recall and false positive rate assessment. 
For all statistical analyses, normality tests were performed.
ormality tests at the 5% signiﬁcance level revealed the non-
arametric nature of the collected subject gaze data. Study 1 was
 within-subject design, therefore a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was
onducted for non-parametric statistical comparison between vari-
bles. Results are represented as medians with IQR in brackets,
long with respective z and p-values. A p-value < .05 was consid-
red signiﬁcant. Results with signiﬁcant differences are indicated
ith an asterisk ‘ ∗’ mark in all tables. 
.2.6. Online calibration accuracy and precision assessment 
The comparative accuracy and precision performance experi-
ent was a within-subject design, with all twenty-ﬁve subjects
ndertaking the respective calibration procedures and the perfor-
ance recorded for each calibration technique. The comparative
ccuracy and precision performance of the online gaze tracker cal-
bration algorithm compared to having no calibration and an of-
ine calibration is summarised in Tables 5–7 . From these tables,
t is observable that the online calibration has consistent PoR es-
imation accuracy throughout the trial (after performing one, two,
ve and ten gaze gestures). Oﬄine calibration methods have pre-
iously shown to deteriorate over time in accuracy performance
 Nyström et al., 2013 ) which would in turn hinder gaze trackingechniques to be applied in the surgical theatre. During the ﬁfteen
o twenty minute duration of the trial, the gaze tracker’s calibra-
ion accuracy is maintained or even improved, which is a desirable
ttribute. 
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests show that the PoR estimation accu-
acy of the online calibration improves with more gaze gestures;
he online calibration accuracy after two, ﬁve and ten gaze ges-
ures shows a statistically signiﬁcant improvement over that ob-
ained after one gaze gesture with PoR accuracy of (0.89 ° vs. 0.83 °;
 = 1.968, p = .049), (0.89 ° vs. 0.72 °; z = 2.616, p = .009) and
0.89 ° vs. 0.70 °; z = 5.153, p < .001) respectively. Furthermore,
he PoR accuracy of the online calibration after ten gaze gestures
hows statistical improvement over the accuracy obtained after
wo gaze gestures (0.83 ° vs. 0.70 °; z = 3.102, p = .002), ﬁve gaze
estures (0.72 ° vs. 0.70 °; z = 2.317, p = .021), as well as the ﬁve
oint oﬄine (0.70 ° vs. 0.82 °; z = −2 . 922 , p = .004) and nine point
ﬄine (0.70 ° vs. 0.80 °; z = −2 . 505 , p = .012) calibrations. The ac-
uracy improves with more gaze gestures as the calibration map-
ing stores more information, which is reﬂected in the signiﬁcant
-values of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 
In addition, the accuracy of the online calibration after one gaze
esture is high at 0.89 ° [0.74 °] and after two gaze gestures, the on-
ine calibration is comparable to that of the ﬁve point oﬄine cali-
ration (0.83 ° vs. 0.82 °; z = 0.203, p = .839) or nine point oﬄine
alibration (0.83 ° vs. 0.80 °; z = 0.269 , p = .788) respectively. The
igniﬁcance test’s p-values conﬁrm this statement, as no signiﬁcant
ifference was observed between the online calibration’s accuracy
fter two gaze gestures to that obtained from a ﬁve point oﬄine
alibration or a nine point oﬄine calibration. As expected, in the
bsence of any calibration the accuracy is poor (3.54 ° [2.90 °]). This
esult is also consistent with the result of the statistical compari-
on tests against the online and oﬄine calibration methods, where
he accuracy improves signiﬁcantly after the gaze tracker has been
alibrated with any oﬄine or online calibration method. 
Previous literature has highlighted drifting of the precision of
ﬄine calibration methods with time ( Nyström et al., 2013 ). In this
tudy, we have shown from the statistical comparison tests that
he online calibration algorithm is able to consistently achieve sta-
istically indifferent precision to those of oﬄine calibration tech-
iques, with the added advantage that the online calibration al-
orithm maintains its precision through prolonged usage. The PoR
stimation accuracy with respect to the location of each reference
oint for the group of 25 participants during different calibration
ethods are illustrated in Fig. 15 . The distance of the lines repre-
ent the accuracy error from each reference point. From Fig. 15 (a),
t is clear that the accuracy of the PoR estimate can vary signiﬁ-
antly within the group of subjects when there is no calibration,
esulting in inaccurate PoR estimation. Fig. 15 (b) and (c) respec-
ively show the PoR estimation accuracy during a nine point oﬄine
alibration and an online calibration after ten gaze gestures. The
gures illustrate the improvement that can be achieved in the PoR
stimation accuracy from having either an oﬄine or online calibra-
ion. 
.2.7. Hidden Markov model gaze gesture performance assessment 
The last performance analysis of the online gaze tracker cal-
bration algorithm is the evaluation of the recall and false posi-
ive rates attained during the use of the algorithm. The results are
ummarised in Table 8 . The overall average recall for the HMM
ased gaze gestures is 96.81%, with an average false positive rate
f 0.60%. The discriminability indices d ′ for the activate camera and
ilt camera gaze gestures were 4.384 and 4.426 respectively, there-
ore showing good robustness to visual search behaviour noise. The
CC obtained from observing videos of gaze gestures being per-
ormed during the online calibration performance assessment for
ll 25 subjects (a total of 25 videos) resulted in 0.946 and 0.954
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Table 5 
Comparative performance of online calibration, oﬄine calibration and no calibration. Re- 
ported values are medians and IQR as degrees of visual angle. 
Accuracy (Deg Visual Angle) Precision (Deg Visual Angle) 
No calibration (NC) 3.54 [2.90] 0.07 [0.18] 
Online 1 time (On1) 0.89 [0.74] 0.07 [0.14] 
Online 2 times (On2) 0.83 [0.65] 0.08 [0.17] 
Online 5 times (On5) 0.72 [0.70] 0.08 [0.14] 
Online 10 times (On10) 0.70 [0.57] 0.07 [0.14] 
9 pt oﬄine (Off9) 0.80 [0.66] 0.06 [0.14] 
5 pt oﬄine (Off5) 0.82 [0.68] 0.07 [0.16] 
Table 6 
Online calibration comparative study Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test results (part 1). 
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Accuracy Precision 
(NC) vs. (On1) z = 12.300 z = −0.273 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.785 
(NC) vs. (On2) z = 12.530 z = 0.137 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.891 
(NC) vs. (On5) z = 12.578 z = 0.084 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.933 
(NC) vs. (On10) z = 12.500 z = 0.723 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.470 
(NC) vs. (Off9) z = 12.461 z = 1.566 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.117 
(NC) vs. (Off5) z = 12.654 z = 0.359 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.720 
(On1) vs. (On2) z = 1.968 z = −0.753 
p = 0.049 ∗ p = 0.451 
(On1) vs. (On5) z = 2.616 z = 0.580 
p = 0.009 ∗ p = 0.562 
(On1) vs. (On10) z = 5.153 z = 0.018 
p < 0.001 ∗ p = 0.986 
(On1) vs. (Off9) z = 2.644 z = 0.445 
p = 0.008 ∗ p = 0.657 
(On1) vs. (Off5) z = 2.072 z = 0.670 
p = 0.038 ∗ p = 0.503 
(On2) vs. (On5) z = 0.450 z = 0.654 
p = 0.653 p = 0.513 
(On2) vs. (On10) z = 3.102 z = 0.922 
p = 0.002 ∗ p = 0.356 
(On2) vs. (Off9) z = 0.269 z = 1.058 
p = 0.788 p = 0.290 
(On2) vs. (Off5) z = 0.203 z = 0.533 
p = 0.839 p = 0.594 
Table 7 
Online calibration comparative study Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test results (part 2). 
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Accuracy Precision 
(On5) vs. (On10) z = 2.317 z = 0.178 
p = 0.021 ∗ p = 0.859 
(On5) vs. (Off9) z = 0.070 z = 0.758 
p = 0.944 p = 0.449 
(On5) vs. (Off5) z = −0.435 z = −0.330 
p = 0.663 p = 0.742 
(On10) vs. (Off9) z = –2.505 z = 0.876 
p = 0.742 p = 0.381 
(On10) vs. (Off5) z = −2.922 z = 0.056 
p = 0.004 ∗ p = 0.004 ∗
(Off9) vs. (Off5) z = −0.571 z = −0.788 
p = 0.004 ∗ p = 0.431 
Table 8 
Recall and false positive rate for both HMM gaze gestures during use 
of the online gaze tracker calibration algorithm with respective ICC for 
inter-rater reliability assessment. 
Recall False Positive Rate ICC 
Activate Camera (HMM1) 97.64% 0.82% 0.946 
Tilt Camera (HMM2) 95.97% 0.37% 0.954 
Fig. 15. Accuracy estimation of the PoR with respect to each reference point for the 
group of 25 participants during: (a) no calibration, (b) nine point oﬄine calibration, 
and (c) the online calibration after ten gaze gestures. The blue circle represents one 
degree of visual angle and the lines represent the distance accuracy error from each 
reference point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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aor the activate camera and tilt camera gaze gesture respectively.
he strong agreement between the two observers indicated by the
CC value greater than 0.8 is not surprising given that identiﬁcation
f the three-stroke gaze gestures were straightforward and unam-
iguous. These results are comparable to those obtained when the
aze tracker is calibrated oﬄine (shown in Table 2 ), thus demon-
trating that the online calibration algorithm does not affect the
sability of the gaze gesture activated laparoscope system. Further-
ore, the very low false positive rate for the detection of gaze ges-
ures means it is highly unlikely for unintended eye movements,
nd therefore erroneous gaze gestures, to be used in the calibra-
ion. 
. Discussion 
In this article, we have introduced a gaze contingent robotic
aparoscope which allows for pan, tilt and zoom motion capabil-
ties in Cartesian space. Gaze gestures were used to activate the
ifferent camera control modes, with a combined panning and
orward-backward zooming control mode implemented using only
ead motions. Validation of the system showed that HMMs are ef-
ective in recognising gaze gestures, with mean experimental re-
all and false positive rate of 96.5% and 1.2% respectively. Results
how that user intention can be separated from unintentional eye
ovements, therefore providing a means to communicate with the
obotic laparoscope. Such a method could also be applied to other
reas such as helping disabled patients communicate. 
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 A novel online gaze tracker calibration algorithm is also intro-
uced. Experimental results show that the algorithm is able to ob-
ain an accuracy of better than 1 ° of visual angle with one gaze
esture. Comparable accuracy and precision to that of a conven-
ional oﬄine gaze tracker calibration can be obtained after only
wo gaze gestures. The results from the calibration performance
how that without a calibration procedure the PoR estimation ac-
uracy is poor and can be prone to subject speciﬁc variation. Dur-
ng pilot studies it was noticed that a few subjects could have
heir gaze gestures recognised without calibrating the gaze tracker.
owever, the majority of subjects could not repeatedly perform
ecognisable gaze gestures without calibrating the eye tracker.
oreover, it would be undesirable from a clinical perspective to
ave to direct the camera with an inaccurate PoR estimation. The
ntroduction of this online gaze tracker calibration removes the
eed to perform an oﬄine subject-speciﬁc calibration before be-
ng able to use the gaze tracker, improving the surgical workﬂow.
urthermore, online calibration has the added advantage of con-
tantly updating over time, thus avoiding calibration drift problem
nd resulting in an accurate PoR estimation. 
In addition, a comprehensive usability study involving seven-
een surgical residents was conducted to assess the new gaze ges-
ure activated robotic laparoscope system. Results demonstrated
hat once the group of surgeons learnt how to use the system,
hey were able to perform a surgical navigation task quicker, with
 superior camera and instrument eﬃciency when compared to in-
tructing a camera assistant or when using a pedal activated con-
rol scheme. The gaze gestures provide an effective means to con-
ey the surgeon’s desired camera control method, and the seam-
ess switching between panning and zooming in and out by lean-
ng forward or backward are likely to have contributed to the im-
roved user performance. Although pedals are commonly used in
he operating theatre today, having to depress a foot-pedal can
hange the ergonomics of the operation. Analysis of the camera
orkspace occupied during the user trials demonstrated that the
aze contingent laparoscope system is able to navigate a similar
orking volume to that of a human camera assistant. The NASA-
LX scores indicated no signs of cognitive burden during the use of
he gaze gesture control mode for the group of participants when
ompared to using the camera assistant or pedal activated control
odes. This result therefore suggests that the group of participants
id not feel the gaze gesture activated system to be a complex con-
rol scheme. However, although the NASA-TLX is a well validated
ool for appraisal of subjective workload in general human factors
esearch, the subjective nature of the questionnaire should still be
aken into account when interpreting results. 
A comparison of the proposed gaze gesture activated method
o other systems was also conducted. It has been shown that the
echnique has faster and more consistent task completion times
ith lower group variance. The pedal activated control schemes
id not show any difference in terms of task completion time, but
esulted in signiﬁcantly higher NASA-TLX scores, indicating that
he surgical residents felt a higher cognitive burden whilst using
t. This result is perhaps due to the introduction of using head mo-
ion to zoom in and out, which could have caused an awkward
osture when combined with the need to press a pedal to control
he camera. 
Overall, the gaze contingent laparoscopic control performed
ell, allowing the surgeon to rapidly execute a bimanual task
ithout requiring a camera assistant. Furthermore, the gaze ges-
ures were easily learnt and used by the group of participants.
owever, while the studies presented in this work clearly show
he usefulness of gaze contingent data in robotic surgery, some
imitations were also highlighted. One such limitation stems from
he eye tracking hardware used. In particular, when a surgeon is
earing thick framed spectacles, there is potential for the gazeracker to have larger PoR estimation errors and experience trou-
le tracking the user’s gaze. This in turn can impact the gaze ges-
ure detection algorithm. Another hardware limitation is the exter-
al workspace of the system. While the robotic arm - laparoscope
etup used was suﬃcient to carry out the experiments comfort-
bly, custom-designed hardware would be able to maximise the
orkspace available to the surgeon. 
Several additional improvements to the system can be made
ased on the lessons learned from the comprehensive studies per-
ormed, as well as the surgeon feedback received. For instance,
djusting the speed regions so that the speed is proportional to
he distance of the PoR from the centre of the screen would al-
ow for smoother and more intuitive transitions. Furthermore, sur-
ical feedback included the desire to be able to manually tune the
peed of the robot, in order to achieve a pace they are comfortable
ith. However, due to the nature of the gaze contingent control a
ompromise must be made between responsiveness and smooth-
ess of motion. Future work will study the impact of using differ-
nt control schemes for the gaze-contingent laparoscope control.
ctive constraints can be added to implement safety-boundaries
or the robot workspace and machine learning can be incorpo-
ated into the online calibration algorithm to enable a more ro-
ust calibration algorithm. More gaze gestures can be added, for
xample towards the top corners of the screen, to create an im-
ersive environment for the surgeon to switch on and off a num-
er of surgical applications intra-operatively, e.g. patient speciﬁc
isualisations to help localise tumours whilst further improving
he online calibration accuracy. Furthermore, reinforcement learn-
ng techniques ( Wang et al., 2013 ) can potentially be introduced in
he gaze gesture recognition process to improve the personalised
ecognition performance of the gaze gesture recognition process.
patially invariant gaze gestures are another area under research to
nable head mounted gaze trackers to be used in the surgical the-
tre. The use of head mounted gaze trackers would offer a larger
orkspace for the surgeon, as current screen based gaze trackers
an only offer consistent tracking accuracy within 1–1.5 m from
he gaze tracker. Lastly, assessing the gaze contingent system in
ulti-disciplinary team environments could also be of interest. 
ppendix A. Theoretical formulation of the online gaze 
alibration 
1. Application of thin plate spline to gaze mapping 
Given a vector x ∈ R m , a RBF is any real-valued function φ
hose value depends only on the distance from a centre vector
 ∈ R m , such that φ( x , c ) = φ(‖ x − c ‖ ) , where ‖ . ‖ denotes the Eu-
lidean norm. Sums of RBFs are commonly used to approximate
unctions. They take the form 
f ( x ) = 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i φ(‖ x − c i ‖ ) , (A.1)
here the approximating function f ( x ) is represented as a sum of
 RBFs, each associated with a different centre c i , and weighted by
n appropriate coeﬃcient w i . This function deﬁnes a spatial map-
ing that maps any location x in space to a new location f ( x ). In
rder to use the TPS ( Bookstein, 1989 ) as the basis function, the
PS takes the form Φ( r ) = r 2 ln ( r ) , where r = ‖ x − c i ‖ . 
To guarantee the unique existence of interpolants with a small
ariation to Eq. (A.1) , lower order polynomials are added to f ( x )
long with additional conditions. Speciﬁcally, we obtain the follow-
ng formulation for the TPS: 
f ( x ) = 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i φ(‖ x − c i ‖ ) + a + b T x, (A.2)
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twhere x ∈ R m , a is a constant, and b ∈ R m . Eq. (A.2) gives rise to
a unique interpolating function f ( x ) using the TPS basis function
Φ( r ) = r 2 ln ( r ) , valued at zero for r = 0 . The uniqueness can be
guaranteed provided that the centre vectors c i of the basis func-
tions are not collinear, and the following conditions are fulﬁlled:
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i = 0 and 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i c i = (0 , . . . , 0) T , (A.3)
where (0 , . . . , 0) T denotes the zero vector in m dimensions. Un-
der these conditions, the scalars w i , a , and the vector b can be
uniquely solved for. 
To use the TPS basis function as the gaze calibration mapping,
the unmapped PoR coordinate centroids, P = (x, y ) are deﬁned as
the input, and hence m = 2 . The mapping to the screen coordinates
f ( P ) is represented as: 
f ( P ) = 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i φ(‖ P − c i ‖ ) + a + b T P , (A.4)
where c i = ( ¯x l , ¯y l ) is the i th PoR feature vectors obtained during
calibration, and b = [ a x , a y ] . The conditions for the scalars w i , a ,
and the vector b to be solved uniquely become: 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i = 0 and 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i ¯x l = 0 and 
n ∑ 
i =1 
w i ¯y l = 0 . (A.5)
The mapping in Eq. (A.4) speciﬁes an approximation function
f : R 2 → R in order to describe an eye tracking calibration map-
ping in R 2 → R 2 . As such, two TPS functions are used; one for
the x-axis of the screen f x ( P ) and one for the y-axis of the screen
f y ( P ). These mapping functions share their n PoR feature vectors,
c i = ( ¯x l , ¯y l ) obtained during calibration to give: 
M( P ) = 
[
f x ( P ) 
f y ( P ) 
]
= 
n ∑ 
i =1 
[
w x 
i 
w y 
i 
]
φ(‖ P − c i ‖ ) 
+ 
[
a x 
a y 
]
+ 
[
b 
x 
b 
y 
]
P . (A.6)
Here, w x 
i 
, a x , and b x represent the scalar coeﬃcients and vec-
tor for the x-axis, and w 
y 
i 
, a y , and b y represent the scalar coeﬃ-
cients and vector for the y-axis. The resultant mapping function
M ( P ) now describes the mapping of the PoR coordinates P in the
eye image plane to the screen pixel coordinate plane. The over-
all TPS calibration mapping is divided into two parts; the sum of
the RBF weighted by the TPS coeﬃcients w x 
i 
and w 
y 
i 
, which are
bounded and asymptotically ﬂat, and an aﬃne part described by
the last three terms. Importantly, three coeﬃcients are required to
express an aﬃne transform, which means a minimum of three cal-
ibration points will be needed to compute the TPS mapping. 
A2. Thin plate spline mapping parameter estimation 
Once n calibration points have been extrapolated, with n ≥3,
the relevant mapping parameters including w x 
i 
, w 
y 
i 
, a x , a y , b x , and
b y can be obtained by solving the following linear system: [
S T 
0 3 , 2 
]
= 
[
L C 
C T 0 3 , 3 
][
t x t y 
]
, (A.7)
where S is composed of the n calibration points’ respective screen
coordinates:  = 
[
S x 
S y 
]
= 
[
S x 1 . . . S 
x 
n 
S y 
1 
. . . S y n 
]
, (A.8)
s illustrated in Fig. 8 (d). 0 3, 3 and 0 3, 2 denote the 3 ×3 and 3 ×2
ero matrices respectively. The calibration points’ respective n PoR
eature coordinates represented by c i = ( ¯x l , ¯y l ) form the array C =
(1 , ¯x l , ¯y l ) , a n ×3 matrix. Let L be a n ×n matrix deﬁned as: 
 = Φ(‖ c j − c i ‖ ) + λ · α2 · I n,n , (A.9)
here I n , n is the n ×n identity matrix, λ is the regularization co-
ﬃcient, and: 
= 1 
n 2 
n ∑ 
i =1 
n ∑ 
j=1 
‖ c j − c i ‖ . (A.10)
The regularization coeﬃcient λ controls how strictly the model
espects the control points. For λ = 0 the TPS interpolation will
ntersect each control point exactly, at the cost of having a more
apidly varying model between control points. For λ→ ∞ , the TPS
odel approaches a least squares ﬁtted plane. t x and t y are ar-
anged as: 
 
x = 
[
w x 1 . . . w 
x 
n a 
x b 
x 
]T 
 
y = 
[
w y 
1 
. . . w y n a 
y b 
y 
]T 
. (A.11)
oth t x and t y are (n + 3) × 1 vectors. By further denoting: 
 = 
[
L C 
C T 0 3 , 3 
]
, (A.12)
We can invert the system in Eq. (A.7) to solve for the scalar and
ector parameters t x and t y as follows: 
t x t y 
]
= K −1 
[
S T 
0 3 , 2 
]
. (A.13)
ppendix B. Quantiﬁcation of calibration drift 
1. Experimental setup 
Ten participants were asked to perform a laparoscopic ring
ransfer task using standard laparoscopic instruments. The same la-
aroscopic phantom that was used for the paper’s studies was also
sed for this study. The experiment was divided in 7 steps: 
1. An initial oﬄine calibration of the eye tracker. 
2. 1 min of laparoscopic ring transfers 
3. A second oﬄine calibration 
4. 1 min of laparoscopic ring transfers 
5. A third oﬄine calibration 
6. 1 min of laparoscopic ring transfers, and the participant was
asked to turn around and simulate talking to an assistant for
10 s. 
7. A ﬁnal oﬄine calibration. 
The participants were not asked to stay particularly still
hroughout the different steps, to represent natural behavior dur-
ng surgery. Reaching the speciﬁed area inside the phantom to per-
orm the ring transfer was made suﬃciently challenging to be able
o simulate the motions that might arise from a real procedure. 
2. Results 
A calibration procedure yields two elements: a sequence of de-
ected gaze points corresponding to the calibration dots displayed
n the screen, and a thin plate spline model computed from these
oints. For a sequence of gaze points issued from a given calibra-
ion, Fig. B.1 . shows the error computed using: 
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Fig. B.1. Pixel error obtained using a sequence of gaze points and, from left to right: 
the latest TPS model, i.e. the one generated from that sequence of points; the TPS 
model generated by the initial calibration procedure; and the TPS model generated 
by the previous calibration procedure. 
Fig. B.2. Pixel error obtained using a sequence of gaze points and the TPS model 
generated by the previous calibration procedure for, from left to right: the ﬁrst two 
tasks; and the last task. 
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H  1. The thin plate spline model generated from that calibration (the
calibration self error). Note that the regularization parameter of
the thin plate spline model was chosen to insure a smoothly
varying model without overﬁtting. 
2. The thin plate spline model generated from the initial calibra-
tion 
3. The thin plate spline model generated from the previous cali-
bration 
Fig. B.2 shows the impact of having the user turn around and
alk after having performed the calibration. This done by splitting
he data from Fig. B.1 (right) into two categories: 
1. The error obtained using the thin plate spline model gener-
ated by the ﬁrst and second calibrations with the gaze points
recorded from the second and third calibrations respectively. 
2. The error obtained using the thin plate spline model generated
by the third calibration with the gaze points recorded from the
ﬁnal calibration. 
The results shown in Fig. B.1 highlight the substantial difference
etween a newly-calibrated system and one where the user haseen free to move while performing a challenging task. A newly
alibrated system has a non-zero error due to the low-bending
odel used to prevent overﬁtting ( λ> 0, see Appendix A ). The me-
ian error for a newly calibrated system is 6.9 pixels, as opposed
o a 34.9 pixel error when using the initial calibration with new
aze data after performing the tasks. Projecting this error on the
4 inch 1920 ×1200 pixel used for the study, this amounts to a
.8 mm mean error for a newly calibrated system, as opposed to
 9.4 mm error after use. This ﬁve times increase in the detection
rror is easily noticeable in practice, as the mean error after use is
early a centimeter. 
Although not statistically signiﬁcant relative to the initial cali-
ration error, the median calibration error between successive cal-
brations is slightly higher, at 44.5 pixels (p-value of .2549). This
s not unexpected as motion generated during the task will typi-
ally move the user away from their starting position for that task,
ut these movements would average out over the duration of the
ntire experiment (i.e. the user is not continuously physically drift-
ng in one direction). Effectively, this result means that the initial
osition a user had at the beginning of the experiment is closer
n average to any given position after a task than the position the
ser had before starting that particular task. 
Finally, Fig. B.2 shows that asking the user to turn around and
imulate a quick conversation does not make a statistically signif-
cant difference with regards to the calibration drift (p-value of
5824). While the mean, median, and standard deviation of the er-
ors all increase, this result shows that most of the drift already
ppears during naturally occurring motions. 
upplementary material 
Supplementary material associated with this article can be
ound, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.media.2017.11.011 . 
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